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I - "Produce their bodies, be they alive or dead"
King Lear,5.3.233

Shakespeare is a bloody business.

Over the course of Hamlet's five acts, no fewer than eight people die. Note
that this counts only named characters with speaking roles who die over the course of
the play, not those who die prior to the action, offstage, such as Yorick, or Hamlet and
Fortinbras' fathers. Polonius, Rosencrantz and Cuildenstem, and Ophelia precede the
absolute bloodbath which caps the play.

Upping the ante,in King Lear,we are treated to at least nine (9!) corpses: Com-
wall, Gloucester's servant, Oswald, Gloucester (finallyl), Regan, Goneril, Edmund
(also finally!), Cordelia, and Lear himself. Variations in staging and text sometimes
increase this freight ofcorpses, adding victims such as the Fool or Cordelia's assassin
to the onstage body count, not even counting the untold numbers of soldiers slain in
battle sequences, which may or may not be presented to the audience.

Romeo and Juliet? The play which forms the comerstone of the romances and
has been hailed as the archetypal love story of Westem literature, feahrres no less than
six grisly ends, all of named characters with speaking parts, including the two prin-
ciples, and all ofthem on stage and in full view ofthe audience. Ifthis is love, it seems
to be as deadly a business as any battle.

Let's not even talk about Titus Andronicus.
That is to be expected, though. These plays are, after all, tragedies, identi-

fied as such in the title, and accepted as such by generations ofaudiences and critics.
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Iftragedy is, as Aristotle declared, engendered by actions which are both "serious" and

..ofa .ertain magnitude," there are no candidates better suited for the job than death

itself (Butcher z-:;. tr snatespeare's aim is to emphasize the brevity of life and the

p..--"n.. of real loss, in order to elicit an emotional affect in his audience, death is

almost mandatory. Any other tragic circumstance (even the really awful ones in Tnilas)

becomes u *... ,hudo* by comparison, a metaphor for the eventual, and final, end of

things which is death. Tragedy and death are near synonyms'

Are the histories any less death-ridden, though? Richard 1/1 is theoretically

a history as much as a tragedy (the "Tragedie" subtitle in the first quarto edition-

notwithstanding).Thatworthyplayboastsonlytwodeathsonstage,butifwecount
offstage murdeis and alarums, we get a whopping twelve' Before I can be accused of

stackiig the deck with one of Shakespeare's bloodier works, consider that Hen* V,

the patioticafly feel-good antidote to Richard III's depiction oftyranny, is not merely

preiicated upon the deaths of kings, but features executions and even the untimely

death of comic foil Falstaff.
Perhaps that, too' is acceptable, even necessary' History is' like tragedy' a fre-

quentlybloodyseriesofevents.Bydefinition'ifShakespeareisgoingtotreadonthe
.o*pt.t" lives ofhis historical subjects, he must incorporate the historical fact ofdeath

in the plays.
However. romances such as Pericles and The winter's Tale feature prominent

deaths as well. Even the comedies involve serious threats of death' mistaken and coun-

terfeited pseudo-deaths, and so on. Given these statistics, a character's chance ofsur-

"in*g 
u Shuk.rp.u." play look roughly equal to those ofsurviving a slasher flick from

the 1970's.
ItisnotsurprisingtoclaimthatShakespeareisdeadly.Theinterestingelement

is not merely that people die, but also who dies, and how they do it'

we can dispense right away with the argument that shakespeare's bloody work

is essentially mimesis. When characters die in Shakespeare' they do no! 
,s:eT 

to do so

in a -unn.r consistent with his cultural moment. Certainly audiences of Shakespeare's

ti-", .uuj""t to rampant disease, malnutrition, and shoddy sanitation, would have been

more intimately acquainted with death than would most people now living in the de-

veloped world. with an average lifespan of less than 50 years, and an infant mortality

rate tetween 13o/o and 2\yv il must have been significantly more frequent to encounter

actual death in one's daily life in Elizabethan culture than it is in our own (Forbes 395-

42O).
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But contemporary accounts in parish records suggest that actual deaths in
shakespeare's world were most often caused by illness and malnutrition (McMenemey
7q5-6). Throughout the plays mentioned above. we see hangings. stabbings. poison-
ings, drownings, and mauling by bears. There are remarkably few natural deaths from
syphilis or plague.

Though not as at risk as the poorest ofhis times, Shakespeare had suffered per-
sonal losses from the plague, and his theater company was forced to move on several oc-
casions to avoid disease. He was naturally cognizant of the massive threat of epidemic
rlisease. "Plague" and "disease" show up as metaphorical threats - but only as metaphor
* in the plays above. The reality ofdisease conditions is more starkly presented else-
rvhere in his works, but for dramatic purposes, a disproportionate number ofhis char-
acters die by violence, rather than the natural causes appropriate to his historic context.

Briefly: characters in Shakespeare do not shuffie off this mortal coil. They get
pushed.

It is tempting to suggest that the very realify of the threat of the plague is
what kept it from shakespeare's pen. Mimesis notwithstanding, the theater is, in
part, a vehicle for escapism. Too much raw attention to an actual threat reminds the
audience that they live under the shadow of actual death, not the dramatized spec-
tacle on stage. Freud's insistence that anxieties (such as fear of plague) which are
repressed will retum in symbolic form (as, for instance, the series of violent deaths
which crowd Shakespeare's plays). The immediacy of these deaths, their unpredict-
ability, the way they strike young and old, rich and poor, seemingly indiscriminately,
and the way in which they almost seem to ffow from one victim to another (as in
Romeo snd Juliet or Titus Andronicus) - all of these suggest the mechanism of dis-
ease, carefully avoided as a literal killer onstage, but haunting the playwright's pen.

There is a simpler explanation which appeals to the reception-historian
in me: violent death is far more entertaining. Henry v is played much more com-
monly than Henry IV. Reader response theory suggests that one reason is that hav-
ing a character slowly perish of old age is relatively dull, compared to a few nifly
baftle sequences. This reading is bolstered by the degree to which audience's drive
authorship, particularly in performative arts such as the theater. The designation of
"tragedy" demands that an audience feel some degree of actual sorrow or horror at
the conditions of the characters on stage. we are more likely to do so, certainly. il'
we identifu or empathize with the characters, whether because they resemble us or
our ideals. A character with sufficient depth of character to serve as a vehicle for



the audience,s projected self is not, therefore, likely to be the t1'pe of character the

audience will credibly *..pil, l'rictim of a doom so prosaic as "old age." The

drama engendered by " 
a""lft scene replete with struggle emphasizes that depth of

character the audience d.;i;;*, and reifies their inve-siment of time and attention'

The dynamic i' tu'ify ifiu"tated by simply considering an altemative narrative

universe. Imagine: Ki"g ;;;, ;;"wertul'monarch' divvies up his kingdom' his three

daughters say "thanks 
" 
b;;;" und th"n wait patientlv for him to die of pneumonia at

the ripe otd age otSZ, 
'ut';u;Ota 

ty touing family- and friends' Curtain' Certainly af-

terward there might U. int"riulnifiul'squabb'iing and bloodshed, but the play is then no

longer the tale ofLear himseif, but ofhis kingdom and the daughters who have divided

it.Itseemsmuchlessup*nut,characterdiiventragedy,andmoreahistory-channel
documentary on int"t""inl*uttu""'o" if the plaf does focus on Lear's deathbed

scenes, a Hallmark Movie of the Week'

Thus, instead of '*onutf" 
(and arguably more historically,accurate) deaths

due to infected teeth or avr..t .y, *e see s*ord, plunged into breasts, poison tipped

into ears, nobles drowneii" *i"'"'u.*"1s, and people serued up as meat pies. charac-

ters die young, unjustly, or for evil ends'

Is the violence *hich characterizes these deaths simply necessitated by the

nahrre oftrageay u' u *ttoit, or is it particutar to Shakespeare and his contemporaries

who wrote bloody reveng",r"g"oi., to resound-ing success? There is at least one string

of evidence which suggeri, ,i? run.r, that deaths in 2 r st-century tragedies do not play

out as do those in Shakespeare's plays'

II _ ,.The stroke of death is as a lover's pinch, which hurts and is desired"

AntonY and CleoPatra' 5'2'295-96

It is always a bit dangerous to make generalizing claims about an entire ouvre'

as I have with ShakespeJJ et'"n more dangerou' *ould be to make sweeping gen-

eralizations about a *h;;;;ti;al body oi*ork' spanning thousands of films' bv

dozens ofauteurs' -^-^--^tsacanrer'
Nevertheless,letusconsider'forthesakeofarzument'somerepresentatlvesam-

ple of critically uno pop,rtu.iy ruccessful films from th"e past.decade' Even such a limita-

tion necessitates some "ild;;;;atogf 
in O.nnine *hat it means to be "successful'"

In order to simplify tt " 
."tt"., let us co.-nsider the wlnners of the Best Picture category

at the Academy e*u.ar. i Jo not suffer under the misapprehension that this will satisfy
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the objection, since this too is an arbitrary determination of merit. However, it should at

least approach more closely some kind ofacceptably broad, ifnot classically objective'

categorization of potential dramatic texts.

The first observation I feel safe in making is that modern cinematic dramas

have a significantly lower body count than is typical of Shakespeare's bloodbaths. In

the last ten winners of the Best Picture award (The Hurt Locker, Slumdog Millionaire,

No Country.for Old Men, The Departed, Crash, Million Dollar Bahy, Rett'ffn of the

King, Chicago, A Beautiful Mind, and Gladiator, from 2009 back to 2000, respec-

tively), death is present in most (though never truly manifest in A Beautiful Minil,but
is at times quite ancillary to the central plot(slumdog Millionaire, chicago, and even,

in its way, Crash). While deaths occur, they are much more sharply limited in number;

counting the crime dramas, but excluding the nameless soldiers who perish in 'war'

scenes, the films average only one or two named character deaths per film. With the

exceptions of The Departed, and, No Country .for Old Men, we do not see the bodies

piled like cord wood that we encounter at the end of Romeo and Juliel ot Lear.

Ah, but what about those nameless soldiers? Three of the films in this list - Tle
llurt Locker, The Return of the King and Gladiator - could safely be termed 'war'
movies, inasmuch as their primary protagonists are soldiers and they deal largely with

violent conflict settled by course ofarms. Like Henry v or Richard III, therefore, these

films will naturally present audiences with the spectacle of death en masse, in addition

to, or even in place of, the rather more personal deaths we find at the hearts ofnarra-

tives like Lear or Million Dollar Baby.
Narratively, death in wartime is comparatively quick and painless. According

to one countef's exhaustive index, the extended edition of The Return of the King

features no less than 836 deaths over the course of its nearly 250 minutes (this figure

includes humanoid characters such as orcs and hobbits, but not the approximately I 65

slaughtered animals). This yields an average olone death every l7 .95 seconds. Gladia-

tor clocks in at 77 deaths over I 55 minutes, orjust about one death every two minutes.

That's still pretty grisly compared to Hamlel's 8 (9 onstage in the Franco Zeffereli film
adaptation), but comparable to the film adaptations of Henry Zby Olivier or Branagh.

I should mention at this point that I am indebted for the body counts of
modern cinema to the compilers at www.moviebodycounts.com, who, like many

denizens of the intemet (including myself) seem to have entirely too much time

on their hands. lt should be noted that while the site offers guidelines for counting

the cinematic dead in its FAQ, there appears to be no central guiding authority or
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editorial control over the figures presented. Like many collaborative websites, it is a

collective vision of reality, rather than an objective or even academically moderated
one, and should be viewed with generous doses of salt. At the same time, since this
section of my thesis is exploring an aggregate impression of a cultural phenomenon,

this type of sketchy enumeration is perfectly valid evidence. It does not acfually matter
whether or not Return o/ the Klng features more on-screen deaths than Richard III.The
important thing is that the web consensus is that this is so.

However, a fascinating thing happens when we tum our attention to the most
recent winner of the Best Picture Award, Kathryn Bigelow's The Hurt Locker which
tells the story of a bomb detection and disposal squad serving in the current war in
Iraq. All of the movies mentioned in the previous two paragraphs take place in pre-

industrial societies, without large-scale military access to gunpowder, much less high
explosives. We would assume, therefore, that given the logical manifestation of death
in war narratives and the modern setting, the number of deaths in such a film would
be record-setting. lnstead, The Hurt Locker doesn't even break 40, and only a tiny
fraction of those are of named characters rather than anonymous combatants. While
long discussion scenes revolve around the immanence of death in a combat zone, par-

ticularly for those soldiers charged with detonating live ordinance, the reality seems

to be that this modern warfare is considerably less dangerous than that ofthe ancient
world (at least for those with the technological and military might of the United States).

Even more telling is the way people die in popular films. We see plenty of
deaths by violence, from warfare in Avatar which resembles the 'justified' bloodshed
of Henry r/to brutal slayings inGangs of Neyv Yorkor Re.servoir Dogs which almost
(but not quite) rival those of filas I ndronicus. What we also see prominently featured,

however, are precisely those elements which are so oddly absent from Shakespeare's
work: death by dint of disease and old age.

ln Philadelphia, Tom Hanks and Denzel Washington explored the perception,
public and corporate, of the AIDS epidemic, a film given much of its solemn weight
by the lingering death of Hanks's character over the course of the film. The Academy
of Motion Picture Arts was impressed enough with the performance that they awarded

Hanks the Oscar for Best Actor. Just one year lateq Hanks became the second actor in
history to win consecutive Best Actor awards (the first being Spencer Tracy) for his
title role in Forrest Gump,whose meandering plot is anchored by Gump's intermittent
relationship with "Jenny Curran" (Robin Wright Penn), a relationship that culminates
in Jenny's death from an unnamed disease.
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More recently, firms such as The Bucket List (2007) have exprored the topicof death and dying through a semi-comedrc tens. tn this box-office success, Morganf'reeman and Jack Nichorson ur" diagnor"J*lir,'t.*rnut rung cancer, and spend theremainder of the firm indurging riferJng rantasies ,u.h us skydiving and crimbing thepyramids of Egypt. Some critic. .uuug"l the firm for its egoism: Nicholson,s character,"Edward cole"' a serf-made biilionaile, rtu, r"J u i,r. of serfishness which wourd makeAyn Rand proud, and in the moment orurti-ut. Jirtress seems unwiting to significant-ly alter his mode' Rather than spending hi; f;;; on the poor or reflecting seriousryon his priorities in good. riberai rurtiol, c"r; t;k; the thieat of i.-i;;;;;ortariryas a sign that he shourd be even more serf-indurgent, emuarting on a whirrwind tourof exotic locations, comprete with private jets an'Jprostitutes. Roger Ebert, himserf acancer victim, was particurarry r*rrtin*, ritltiilg *, ,rr" way in which the movie treatsdeath' not as kagedy, but as "a laugtr iiot rJlr"i'.J by a dime-store epiphany.,,Audi-cnces, however, seem to have decided that humoiand wish-furfirment were perfectryappropriate responses to the misery ofdying from .un."., and promptry rewarded thefilm's makers with profits around $l60,6OO]OOO.
comedy' ofcourse, is often used to leaven tragedy, particurarry the inescapabryrragic' such as death itself. The reverse can ofte; ue t*", as in the death sequence that<tpens shrek the Third (2007). rn this, the third animated film in the series, the actionis precipitated bv the death of the Frog [i"* f""i*o by Monry python arum Johncleese)' who perishes of an unexprainJ rttnlr, - possibry simpry of ord age. giventhe brief Iifespan of the tvpicar buirfro g. t;x" li" iucket List.the scene is prayed forhoth laughs and for tragic effect: in u tlpi"ui punning ro,n"nt for the series, a chorusof frogs sing the King's coffin (a shoe iox *r"*"" to a pet frog) out to sea with abluesy rendition of paur Mccartney's -r-i"r 

"noi"iDie." But r wept right arong withmy two sons' ages eight and four. perhaps that simply demonstrates that I,m a softtouch"'but the audience reaction.arouna n"," rugg..i, that the dramatic, 
"*n't.ugi",clement of the tale was successfully .onu"y.d. 

-'"-"'

III _..Tragedy^is.when I cut my finger.
Comedy is when you Att inio un-open sewer and die.,,

Mel Brooks '

If, as our Freudian,reading suggested earlier, death in narrative is the outwardmanifestation of a culture's anxietieJilen rh; ;;;"* of that death should provide
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some clue to the nature of those anxieties. At first glance, that seems to suggest we pay
greater attention to the roles ofold age and disease, since those conditions play more
prominently in our dramatic texts. Theses cinematic deaths are an index, too, of our
changing attitudes towards disease as a cause ofmortality. Ifdisease in Shakespeare's
time was not understood, and became, perhaps, too frightening to deal with realistical-
ly, then contrarily, our culture comprehends the causes and courses ofdisease in a way
which makes it a much more suitable topic for exploration. Shakespeare's plays, by
contrast, seem to betray a disproportionate terror ofviolent death, regardless ofthe rel-
ative infrequency ofviolence as the actual cause ofdeath in historical records. Again,
the relationship between signifier and signified here is not mimetic, but symbolic.

To go further, deaths in Shakespeare's works are not merely violent, but often
outr6. Clarence is not simply drowned in Richard III, but specifically drowned in a bar-
rel of wine. Titus Andronicrrs is not content to merely murder Tamora's sons, nor even
to murder them and present their bodies to their mother: he cooks them and serves them
to her in a pie. Hamlet's father is not merely poisoned, but poisoned through his ears.

Even those threats of death which are nevercarried out seem sometimes ridiculously
over the top; how likely is it that a successful merchant, however temporarily short of
cash, might find himselfpaying for his debts under the sentence ofbeing carved up in
front of a courtroom by an outraged Jewish competitor? Moments such as these are

partially, of course, necessitated by Shakespeare's source material, which sometimes
proved that history could be stranger than any fiction. Still, the very success ofthese
plays demonstrates an audience hunger for such grand guignol treatments of death

and dying, a desire extended by virtue ofthe way in which the text lingers over each

gruesome death, delimiting and narrating it textually, as well as visually through stage

direction (Helms 558-9).
The key here is the very randomness ofdeath in these plays, and I find its most

poignant expression in what is widely considered the most ludicrous stage direction in
the history of English-speaking theater: the charge in the midst of The lVinteris Tale,

"Exeunt, pursued by a bear" (3.3.61). At the moment of highest drama, as Antigonus
contemplates a murder as unjust as any in Shakespeare when the tables are dramati-
cally - well, to be honest, ridiculously - turned by the appearance of the ravening
bear which presumably devours him. The moment induces giggles in us because of its
interjection into a moment of drama, and it is all too easy to view it as a kind of liter-
ary hail-Mary pass. We can almost see the playwright, having written himself into a
corner, throwing up his hands in despair and penning the line in a movement which
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hccomes the diametric opposite of a Deus Ex Machina: an "ursus ex machina." yet,e'en as we giggre, it underscores an essential truism about death in th" ;";i; modemrvorld' a truism particularly appropriate to death by plague: it was indiscriminate. Inan era.before a working germ theory of disease transmission, the way in which illnessmoved through a community must have seemed something rike the hand of providence,
and something like a ravening bear. Neither,non"f no. sociar position, nor educationcould protect one from the threat ofan invisibre kiiler who took young, old, guirty andinnocent alike. Indeed, the erderry and the young siood at disproportionate risk ofdeathhy illness. which must, to a population w'o ueti"eveo in the riterar omnipresence of.di_vinejustice, have seemed the height ofcaprice.

And it is just such capriciousnesi which guiaes the hand of death in Shake_speare's plays. Romeo, secretly. beloved by the daughter of his furity;, 1nortat .n_cmies' is certainly running the risk of a gruesome death on the end orro*" unnoy"ocapulet's sword. However, it is not ttrat i,trictr ilrs him: he is srain, instead, by shoddytiming. I have never been abre to watch the finar url, of Ror"o and J,rietwithout ror_ing.myeyes at the transparent contrivance of the scene. Had Juliet awoken a minuteearlier' Romeo wourd have been sparecr. Had she a*oken a minute later, her parentsrvould have arrived. and she would have been spared. Instead, circumstances fa, outjust so, and the two perish in a scene which reriei for its tragedy upon brind bad luck.Hamlet's Rosencrantz and Guildenstern essentialrf oi" u..uur. ii"yi"tiu.,a letter' Despite the fact that they are escorting u -un tr,.y berieve to b" u Jing.ror.psychotic, it apparently never occurs to them th.t h" ;;;;;;i; ;d;#rl ,n"r.Their death is attributabre to ignorance una u.rogun.", certainry, but arso to that whimof fate which derivers them up to their enemies. i'amret's mother perishes because shesimply drinks from the wrong cup. cinna the poet is accosted by a crowd in JuliusCaesar simply because he shares a name with one of the conspiiators ij.:).'it,"rgllalerted to their mistake, the crowd tears him to pi."", anyway.
The message seems abundantry clear: death is waiting, not merery for the sor-dier on the battlefierd or the nobre assassination victim, but for the sordier,s wife reftbehind, and for the nobre victim's butrer. Death arriues sometimes without waming,often without rationare' and armost ar*ays withoui jurtr... It is the most permanentmanifestation of a paradigm which sees tt'" nutuoi ,'niverse as 

".r"ntiuirf 
rioriii. unauncontrolrable. when King Lear decries that the human condition is comparabre to thatof "flies to wanton boys,', (4.1.32) he is.not ."..t A...ylng th. C"dk ;;;lty;tu, ,fl.i.unpredictabirity. If there is a divinity that "shapes ou. ends,,, it is ararmingry opaque.
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Thisisthesharpestdiflerencebetweenthewaydeathistreatedinshakespeare's
work and the way it most often manifests in modem cinema' When characters die in

modemfilm,thetendtoan,oin.wayswhichhavebeennarratologicallyforecasted
;il;i; p..ili"" or their;;;;t Soliiers in TgYi"* 

such as rhe Hurt Locker' or the

criminals who sling gun, 
'n 

to'C' untry.for OId Men have chosen careers which mark

them for death from the moment they aie first introduced to the audience' Even Forrest

Guntp's"Jenny"lrnotinnottntwhenshetakestoherdeathbed:herdemisehasbeen
inevitablesinceshef,u.r"i..ttO'timeandagain'Gump'soffersofsecurityinorderto
rive the wild life. Her deaih is a cautionary tale, certainly, but does not possess the ter-

,o. 
"r,gena"rea 

by the trulf indiscriminute reaper who haunts Shakespeare's plays.
'"^ - - 

it u, hapiazardthreat of death destabilizes the moral universe in shakespeare'

In a universe where cleath visits the 'undeserving'precisely as often as the deserving,

where is the impetus to Uehaue well? As Lady Macduff explicitly notes in her one and

only scene, just before sne is stabbed to deaih for the hideous crime of marrying the

wrong Scotsman: "to do iu't i L often laudable' to do good sometime / Accounted

dangerous folly" (Macbeth 4'2J9-80)' The attempt to avoid a violent death on the

g;;0. that one has 'done good'is' therefore' an empty defense'

contrarily while tiJdeaths of the truly innocent destabilize the moral cosmos,

the deaths of those *ho iuu. .brought it upon themselves' reinforce our impression

of the universe as 
"ssentiuily 

benign-and juit (Marzabal 97). This maY 89 a long way

towardsexplainingtt,o,"*oo..n"nlmswhichdoindulgeinwho|esaleslaughter.?.he
Return of the King,asnotei, off"t"O the highest bodv count of any film; yet almost all

of those slain were soldiers, evil, or .u"n .".ogn,,utly inhuman' The one truly good

character who perishes, ii."0.", provides, not coincidentally, the mom-ent of greatest

recognizabletragedytu"n*'ut"abyscreen-timedevotedtohisdeathscene)'Nar-
ratological conventions "i;;;;r. 

genre allow that soldiers may well die, particularly

if they are far removed from us uy iim" and space,.such as those in Return of the King

orGladiatorl*t,i.f,may"t"ptuin*f'tythosefilmshaveamuchhigherdeathratethan
The Hurt Locker, which, a.rli"g *ith an ongoing waq must tread carefuily around the

p"r,"""r *l*n"ia *t i.t ,urro,ind, it. topic). Somewhat like Mel Brooks'(in)famous

observation about the aifftt"nt" between tragedy and comedy' if death strikes those

whoexpectit'andwhoaredistantfromourselves,thenwhatweperceiveisnottrag-
edy, but something entirely different'

By the saire token, modem audiences resent authors who violate our narra-

tological expectations by executing the 'wrong'characters' Perhaps the most severe
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example of this in recent years surrounded the marketing and release of the adoles-
cent drama My Girl (1991). The movie presents the story of an I l-year-old girl (Anna
Clhlumsky) who must deal simultaneously with the absence of her dead mother, her
father's emotional distance, and her own unpopularity as she comes ofage. She is as-
sisted primarily by her friendship with a schoolmate, played by Macaulay Culkin, who
is as socially awkward as she. The film was marketed as a feel-good, coming-of-age
story and audiences flocked to the opening night bearing their intertextual awareness
of Culkin's star-making tum as the goofily loveable child-protagonist of the previous
year's Home Alone (1990). A good time was anticipated by all.

Unfortunately for audience expectations, the film took a quick turn for the
unacceptably tragic midway through, when Culkin's character was stung to death by
bees, in full view of the audience of parents and their children. Initial trailers forthe
film were narrated by Culkin, and emphasized the budding pre-teen romance between
his and Chlumsky's character. There was no hint of the film's central tragedy, and
audiences felt perhaps understandably betrayed by the shocking twist in the narrative.
Critics declared that the film's odd family-oriented marketing, but utterly family-un-
friendly plot, provided a significant problem in determining the movie's genre, and its
supposed target audience. Official classification of the movie was similarly troubled,
as the MPAA forced a rating of PG- 13, though the studio eventually appealed and had
the rating lowered to PG.

The shock of such a moment is twofold. ln the first place, My Girl violated
one of the sacred laws of narratology: thou shalt not switch genres mid-narrative, upon
peril of thy market share. However, even if the film had been honestly marketed as a
tragedy, rather than a tween romance, I am not so sanguine that audiences would have
ffocked to see it. While our culture apparently accepts the deaths of soldiers and other
high-risk individuals in its narratives, children fall under that protected category which
is supposed to remain inviolate.

Once a narrative has established a character as outside the threatened sub-class,
audiences are slow to forgive an author who violates that bond. Writer and director
Joss Whedon has famously made a career out of trampling audience trust in this fash-
ion. Over the seven seasons of Bufly the Vampire Slayer, the series which cemented
his reputation, Whedon shocked audiences again and again by killing offusually off-
limits central characters, often to the dismay of fans. He continued the practice in his
treatment of his second major television and film property, Fireflv I Serenity, and has

become so closely associated with the practice that when he was approached about
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glrest-directing an episode of the comic mockumentary The office, he joked that fans

would worry he would alterthe tone of the show entirely by murdering half the cast.

Joking or not, his comments betray an awareness olthe degree to which the modem

audience demands that genre rules be followed, including those which determine who

may acceptably become a victim in the text, and who may not.

There is a telling example of the difference between this attitude and Shake-

speare's in Macbeth.ln the second scene of act four, soldiers sent by Macbeth come

upon Macduff's wife and son. and put them to the sword per their orders. The moment

is typically Shakespearean: Lady Macduffand her son have been playing witty word

games, and are not themselves soldiers nor threats to Macbeth's crown, but they are

slaughtered anyway, without warning, and without justice. The scene is vicious enough

that Coleridge singled it out as among the playwright's few excursions into true brutal-

ity. His attempts to defend it on the grounds that its very cruelty heightens the sense of
tragedy ring as somewhat desperate:

This scene, dreadf-ul as it is, is still a relief', because a variety, because

clomestic. . ..The objection is that Shakespeare wounds the moral sense by
the unsubdued, undisguised description ofthe most hateful atrocity - that

he tears the feelings;ithout mercy, and even outrages the eye itself with
scenes of insupportable horror - I' omitting Tilus Andronit','s as not genu-

ine, and excepting the scene ofGloster's blinding in Lear, answer boldly
in the name ofshakespeare, not guilty' (Foakes 103-4)

The number of qualifications Colelidge must make in order to excuse the scene is

telling. Moreover, the very fact that he fblt the necessity of such an apologia reveals

the degree to which post-enlightenment audiences demand that even tragic deaths in

any particular narrative serve the overarching metanarrative of an essentially moral

universe.

The l)eaths ol Kings
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